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Tell us about yourself 

https://bit.ly/2Jmsak6   

https://bit.ly/2Jmsak6


Background of our 
research questions

● Limitations of a one-shot 
session

● Importance of building 
relationships with students

● Dialogue with students about 
prior experiences with 
libraries and research

● ACRL shift from Standards to 
the Framework; critiques of 
both

● Critical theory in Education, 
Libraries

Images used under Fair Use.



Decolonization 
in a global 
context 

The original title for this presentation was --  
Decolonizing the academy: (re)envisioning the 
graduate research workshop for the 21st century.

“Most simply, when information literacy is seen to form a single way of 
knowing, we limit our understandings about the nature of information 
literacy by marginalizing other forms of knowledge that support literate 
practice, such as the cultural and social practices that students bring 
with them to a classroom.

...when this culturally specific model of information literacy is 
positioned both as standard and as autonomously having a positive 
effect on an individual, the purpose of education is presented as a 
one-way or unilateral process of assimilation to Western values. They 
are also particularly problematic given the emphasis within higher 
education on internationalization and the ‘decolonisation of 
education’... There is a further risk that ideas such as these position 
… information literacy as an imperial project.” 

(Lloyd & Hicks, 2016)

Image used under CC 0 
License

https://pixabay.com/en/globe-worldwide-460437/


Critical Pedagogy

Wolowski, R. J. (2011) CI Bankco currency 
money exc hange in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. All 
Rights Reserved.

“According to Freire, the model characterizing normal pedagogy’s 
function is the bank. It is targeted to reproduce power relations that 
dominate current society and realize the hegemonic ideology in 
school. He asserts that normal pedagogy accomplishes this project 
while blocking possibilities for dialogue. In dialogue he sees equal, 
open, and critical intersubjectivity between students and their world, 
and between teachers and students and the space in which they 
are situated, as an alternative to power relations in the school and 
apparatuses and hierarchies that constitute it. In Freire's opinion, it 
is of vital importance to transform these powers, hierarchies, and 
procedures into counter-educational praxis, on that his critical 
pedagogy is commented to constituting."

(Gur-Ze’ev, 1998)

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ryanisland/7007372791/in/photolist-bFdBNg-gqAdWT-73X1je-owkrjA-7J4aTp-7pJWBU-9DQ2hF-oddY7B-j1Ndn-aN9agc-73XFWz-7r5Qpi-GdNHgs-frFYvH-odkPG6-B9EiBV-743omq-out6py-odoRDW-743xoU-73XKzB-DPvSk-awxy57-3gZHir-ow2gtk-73XkmR-CXxuyH-73WX7g-q6AfaS-7pJWdd-73WYEc-7pJRBS-e1tua3-745jfm-aN9a6v-nZKAub-dpeZsi-741XPS-GKW6C-cAhok3-4noioL-73X5L4-Cvh6rG-22pxhFt-743w3U-BjCzA6-7hjCqH-oeQVPw-aA2Bry-ApY4qp
https://www.flickr.com/photos/ryanisland/7007372791/in/photolist-bFdBNg-gqAdWT-73X1je-owkrjA-7J4aTp-7pJWBU-9DQ2hF-oddY7B-j1Ndn-aN9agc-73XFWz-7r5Qpi-GdNHgs-frFYvH-odkPG6-B9EiBV-743omq-out6py-odoRDW-743xoU-73XKzB-DPvSk-awxy57-3gZHir-ow2gtk-73XkmR-CXxuyH-73WX7g-q6AfaS-7pJWdd-73WYEc-7pJRBS-e1tua3-745jfm-aN9a6v-nZKAub-dpeZsi-741XPS-GKW6C-cAhok3-4noioL-73X5L4-Cvh6rG-22pxhFt-743w3U-BjCzA6-7hjCqH-oeQVPw-aA2Bry-ApY4qp


From the 
literature 

● Increasing number of international 
students in the US

● Freirean approach to information 
literacy

● “Effect[ing] social change”
● Librarians as educators vs. service 

providers
● Learning from students
● Multiple literacies 





Paulo Freire

Dimitrov, S. (1977). Photo of Paulo Freire Used under a 
CC BY-SA 3.0 License.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Paulo_Freire.jpg


Table from Lupton & Bruce, 2010 New Literacy Studies and Sociocultural Theory

Table from Lupton & Bruce (2010)



"My favorite definition of critical 
information literacy is from Accardi, 
Drabinski, and Kumbier’s 2010 book 
Critical Library Instruction. They define 
it as “a library instruction praxis that 
promotes critical engagement with 
information sources, considers 
students collaborators in knowledge 
production practices (and creators in 
their own right), recognizes the 
affective dimensions of research, and 
(in some cases) has liberatory aims.”

(Downey in an interview, 2016)

Critical Information 
Literacy



Critical Librarianship

Downey (2016) mentions 3 approaches to 
teaching:

● Dialogue-based approach 

● Problem-posing 

● Create a student-centered learning 

environment

What else can librarians do?

● Critically evaluate what libraries and 
librarians do

● Embrace students’ backgrounds and 
experiences while asking them to consider 
new ideas

● Move away from checklist-based notions of 
what constitutes “Information literacy” 

● Realize the library is not a neutral space for 
everyone



Findings from 
focus groups 

 Evan-Amos, Sony Recorder  from 
Wikimedia Commons. Public domain.

My own photo

Implications for practicing 
librarians

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/0a/Sony-pcm-m10.jpg


bananaana04. (2010). Pick Up Sticks  Used under a CC BY 
2.0 License.

Pexels. (2016). No title. CC 0 License.

No author. (2017). No title. CC 0 License.
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From orientation session to a series

1st. Redesigned workshop was 
scheduled for Nov. 17th 2017

Orientation sessions every fall 
for the last 5 years

2nd redesigned workshop was 
scheduled for March 29th 2018 
and then again for May 1st. 
2018

Based on focus group data, we 
shifted to a series of 
workshops in the Spring of 
2018



Challenges ● Scheduling

○ Finding the right time and 
the right tool 

● Language

○ “Latin American Studies” 
vs. Iberian Studies 

○ Jargon



Padlet screenshot



Opportunities 
● Sociocultural perspective 

● A critical look at the 
resources we use & how we 
talk about them 
○ “free” ≠ “bad”

● Collaborating with other 
professionals in and outside 
of the library



Goals
These are our goals for our 
work that we hope you find 
valuable as well.

● Incorporate critical theory and 
scholarship into the practice of 
librarianship

● Recognize students as sources of 
knowledge & expertise

● Use open-ended methods (focus groups, 
informal workshops) to engage with 
diverse groups 

● Help others see librarians as partners in 
education and teaching

● Shift the librarian’s role from gatekeeper 
to gateway



Padlet
https://bit.ly/2sABv1w  

@soccerbrarian #CriticalOrientations

https://bit.ly/2sABv1w
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